HELLO

Icons made by <a href="https://www.flaticon.com/authors/good-ware" title="Good Ware">Good Ware</a> from <a href="https://www.flaticon.com/" title="Flaticon">www.flaticon.com</a>
Icons made by Freepik from Flaticon: [www.flaticon.com](https://www.flaticon.com)
Icons made by <a href="https://www.flaticon.com/authors/ddara" title="dDara">dDara</a> from <a href="https://www.flaticon.com/" title="Flaticon">www.flaticon.com</a>
If an investigator identifies possible threats to children’s safety, a safety plan is necessary.
Icons made by <a href="https://www.flaticon.com/authors/good-ware" title="Good Ware">Good Ware</a> from <a href="https://www.flaticon.com/" title="Flaticon">www.flaticon.com</a>
Icons made by photo3idea_studio from Flaticon: www.flaticon.com
Icons made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com